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Introduction:  The collisional cooling technique 

enables measurements of trace gas properties at tem-

peratures far below the condensation temperature.  The 

method utilizes a static, non-condensible, buffer gas 

that has been placed in a cryogenically cooled chamber 

(T = 20 K – 250 K).  A condensable gas is continuous-

ly injected via a warm inlet nozzle and the gas rapidly 

cools and diffuses through the chamber.  Condensation 

of this gas on the chamber walls produces a steady 

state pressure proportional to the flow rate.  The gases 

can be probed spectroscopically under these extreme 

conditions and studies of the spectral lineshape reveal 

physical properties of the system.  Additional meas-

urements at above the condensation temperature can 

also be performed by using static gases.  Furthermore, 

the pressure-broadened spectral lineshapes can be 

measured far more accurately (to better than 5%) com-

pared with predictions by collision theory. 

We will present lineshape studies of hydrogen-

deuteride [1,2], carbon monoxide [3], and water [4,5] 

performed to confirm the accuracy of collisional rates 

commonly used in astrophysical models of the inter-

stellar medium.    However, retrievals of trace-gas pro-

files and wind-vectors in terrestrial planetary atmos-

pheres require more precise knowledge of the tempera-

ture and pressure dependent spectral lineshape than can 

be predicted by theory.  Therefore these measurements 

also have direct applicability to studies of terrestrial 

planetary atmospheres, particularly Mars. 

Figure Caption:  Schematic diagram of the colli-

sional cooling cell and submillimeter system.  
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Additional Information:  Please allow this poster 

to be co-located with the other poster to be presented 

by Brian Drouin entitled “HIGH RESOLUTION 

LABORATORY STUDIES FOR SPECTROSCOPY OF 

ATMOSPHERES”. 
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